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We love to create games for you. That’s why we only publish quality
games that you like and keep them free of charge. Our games are
free. They may come with certain applications that may help you to
enjoy the game even more. Most of our games are free of charge.
Some games that we feature might be only available for a limited
period of time. About Bounce Tales Let’s play bounce tales 2d video
Our bounce tales games are free of charge and also licensed through
Nokia, Samsung, Motorola, LG, Sony Ericsson and Blackberry - so we
have a lot of games to choose from. All our games are free of charge.
We pride ourselves on keeping the games easy to find, so all you need
is a simple search. Let’s start exploring! Bounce Tales is a very simple
game in which you have to roll a ball by moving your finger up and
down. In Bounce Tales, this ball bounces from platform to platform to
help you reach the goal, like in other mobile games. But beware of
hitting anything except the platforms, because if you do, you lose a
life. If you die, you start at the beginning of a level, so you can’t die
just once. And the first level you play contains 10 platforms. Bounce
Tales 128x160 is a remake of a famous game, named Bounce. You can
play Bounce Tales on Nokia C2-00, Nokia C3-01, Nokia C3-02 and
C3-03, as well as on Samsung GT-E2232 and GT-E2250. The game
may display a mobile link to download Flash Player or HTML5 Player.
If you like Bounce Tales, you will love this remake of the original
Bounce game. Bounce Tales has a nearly identical interface and
gameplay to its source-game Bounce. But you can now find new and

https://urllio.com/2sCVlw


old levels, new and old characters, new and old animations, and new
and old features. Bounce Tales has been optimised for mobile phone
screens, so you will get a game that is of an excellent quality. Also
known as: Bounce Tales, Bounce Tales 2, Bounce Tales 2D, Bounce
Tales Dream, Bounce Tales Junior, Bounce Tales 2 Dream, Bounce
Tales II In Bounce Tales you start at the beginning of the game on
your first life. The ball bounces all over the place and has to be rolled
to reach the
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